
Read 180



▪Grab a “Do Now” sheet from 
the front wooden stool.

▪Rewrite each of the following 
sentences to make them 
correct:

1. i seen her yesterday in miss 
rhodes class

2. is erik playing in the game on 
saturday



1. I saw her yesterday in Miss Rhodes’ 
class.

2. Is Erik playing in the game on 
Saturday?



▪5 minutes

▪Silence, 
phones away



▪20 minutes

▪Silence, phones away

▪Reading Log:

▪Date

▪Page numbers

▪1-sentence summary



▪Q – Questioning: I have 
never heard this word before, 
I do not know what it means.

▪H – Heard it: I have heard 
this word before and 
somewhat know what it 
means.

▪T – Teach it: I know this word 
so well that I could teach it.



▪Computers:

▪Continue working through 
Read 180 segments

▪Small Group:

▪3rd block only: finish 
Brownsville Youth Court article

▪Read “Freed Man Talking: 
Death Penalty System Broken” 
article together

▪Fill out author’s purpose 
graphic organizer





▪Complete the following in your 
“Day 2 Do Now” box.

▪Rewrite each of the following 
sentences to make them correct:

1. we planned on going to the 
park to play basketball fish and 
rode our bikes

2. i never seen such a beautiful 
and intelligent and kind woman



1. We planned on going to the park to play basketball,
go fishing, and ride bikes.

2. I never saw such a beautiful, intelligent, and kind 
woman.

**OR: I have never seen such a beautiful, intelligent, and 
kind woman.



▪5 minutes

▪Silence, 
phones away



▪20 minutes

▪Silence, phones away

▪Independent Reading:

▪Date

▪Page numbers

▪1-sentence summary



▪Computers:

▪Continue working 
through Read 180 
software segments.

▪Small Group:

▪Vocab practice: 
synonyms

▪Continue working on fifth 
amendment article





▪Rewrite each of the 
following sentences to 
make them correct:

1. jonas listens to ybn
cordae, polo g, and he 
listens to young thug

2. me and bryant wanna eat 
wings fries chocolate 
chip cookies 



1. Jonas listens to YBN Cordae, Polo G, 
and Young Thug.

2. Bryant and I want to eat wings, fries, 
and chocolate chip cookies. 



▪5 minutes

▪Silence, 
phones 
away



▪20 minutes

▪Silence, phones away

▪Independent Reading:

▪Date

▪Page numbers

▪1-sentence summary



▪Computers:

▪Continue working through 
Read 180 software 
segments.

▪Small Group:

▪Vocab practice: antonyms 
(together)

▪Finish death penalty article 
author’s purpose graphic 
organizer.





▪Rewrite the following 
sentences to make them 
correct:

1. today we have to go grocery 
shopping watering the 
plants and take aryanna to 
cheer practice

2. me and sarah will be hosting 
the wheeler high school 
talent show



1. Today we have to go grocery 
shopping, water the plants, and take 
Aryanna to cheer practice.

2. Sarah and I will be hosting the 
Wheeler High School talent show.



▪5 minutes

▪Silence, 
phones away



▪20 minutes

▪Silence, phones away

▪Reading Log:

▪Date

▪Page numbers

▪1-sentence summary



▪Computers:

▪Continue working through 
Read 180 software segments.

▪Small Group:

▪Vocab practice: sentences

▪Analyze a model argument 
essay (annotation)

▪Unpack argument essay 
assessment with rubric







▪Complete the following in your 
“Day 5 Do Now” Box:

1. Free Write Friday! Write about 
anything you would like in 
three complete sentences. You 
must use correct grammar, 
capitalization, and punctuation. 

**Keep in mind: Any discussion of 
self harm or harming others will be 
reported to counseling.



▪5 minutes

▪Silence, 
phones away



▪20 minutes

▪Silence, phones away

▪Reading Log:

▪Date

▪Page numbers

▪1-sentence summary



▪Computer:

▪Continue working through 
Read 180 segments.

▪Small Group:

▪Finish analyzing model 
essay (annotation).

▪Unpack argument essay
with rubric.

▪Start planning argument 
essay.


